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Local Haunts: a HorrorTube Anthology - R. Saint Claire 2020-10-01
Nineteen twisted tales from a vibrant, online community of horror
enthusiasts! What’s HorrorTube? A creepy, new carnival ride combining
a water slide park with a haunted funhouse? Not quite, although that
sounds like a blast. A subset of BookTube, HorrorTube is an online
community of horror enthusiasts who regularly post YouTube videos
about horror-related topics, including books, films, and fiction writing.
Some of the writers included in this anthology cover horror exclusively.
You’ll find them posting creepy photos on Instagram or waxing poetic
about the seventies drive-in flick that kept them up all night. Some read
widely, only delving into the horror genre occasionally. All are passionate
about books and writing. Joined together by this vibrant, online
community of readers and writers, these nineteen authors bring you
scary stories from all parts of the globe, proving that fear is universal.
Local Haunts has taken the horror BookTube community’s global
influence and shrunk it down into one village of horror and mayhem
you’ll not soon forget. Inside these pages are frightening stories from
around the globe, telling tales of haunts, monsters, and other terrible
things local to each author’s place of residence. Within these pages you’ll
find terrifying tales from North America, my own included, joined by
terrible happenings in the Australian bushlands, ghosts haunting an old
Greek mansion, an abandoned Vietnamese hospital, and a creepy
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museum, among many other eldritch encounters. From the foreword by
Jason White A Stone’s Throw by Dane Cobain The Gentleman by Ryan
Stroud The Salt Hag by CJ Wright Crowthorne by Andrew Lyall Mount
Gilead by R. Saint Claire Screen Eight by Michael Taylor Drive Like Hell
by Ken Poirier The Mount of Death by Kevin David Anderson The Drifter
by James Flynn The Blocked Cellar by Mihalis Georgostathis The Night
Watchman by Marie McWilliams Alone Among the Gum Trees by Cam
Wolfe Highway to Hell by Nicholas Gray The Room Within by D.L. Tillery
Fading Applause in Quintland by Lydia Peever A Full Moon Over Black
Star Canyon by Matt Wall Long Buried by E.D. Lewis Darkness Descends
by Jason White At the End of the Rope by Cameron Chaney Cover art by
Cameron Roubique
Carnival of Horror - Gary A. Braunbeck 2018-10-29
Roll up, roll up! Welcome to the carnival! Enjoy the sweet smells of the
cotton candy and candy apples. Listen to the calliope music as you
wander among the many stalls, to the screams of children enjoying the
various rides. It's all been designed to take your money, but you already
know that. What you are not aware of, however, are the strange goingson of the carnival world after dark. Do the carnies want more than your
money? Does the fortune teller know more than she tells you? Are some
of the games more dangerous than others? Explore your worst fears, and
perhaps gain some new ones, in these twisted tales of what really goes
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on at the carnival after dark!Table of Contents:Mark Fleming LifebloodLex H. Jones - For One Night OnlyAndrew Lennon - House of
IllusionJason M. Light - AbandonlandDavid J. Fielding - Wobbly BobIke
Hamill - The PinchChristina Bergling - ZoltaraGary A. Braunbeck - In a
Hand or FaceJohn Dover - Frimby's Big DayDavid Owain Hughes - The
Last Freakshow on Earth H.R. Boldwood - Mister Weasels and the
Cosmic CarnivalJoe X. Young - The Frog Prince Guy N. Smith - Blood
Show at the CarnivalSteven Stacy - The Voodoo ManJ.C. Michael - What
a Price to Pay for a Fucking Teddy Bear Selene MacLeod SweetheartKevin J. Kennedy - VampiroEdited by Brandy Yassa & Lisa
Lee Tone
The Horror at Red Hook - H. P. Lovecraft 2018-10-16
"The Horror at Red Hook" is a short story written by H. P. Lovecraft. The
story begins with Detective Malone describing an on-duty incident at Red
Hook, Brooklyn, that gave him a phobia of large buildings. Back-tracking
to where it all began, Red Hook is described in detail, with its gangs and
crime, and suggesting at an occult underbelly. The "case of Robert
Suydam" is then told to be the driving force behind Malone's federally
ordered involvement at Red Hook. Suydam's demeanor changes
suddenly. Known as a shabby recluse, he is seen around town looking
younger and more radiant. News arrives of his engagement to a well-todo woman, while at the same time, there is an increase in local
kidnappings. A police raid, involving Malone, uncovers nothing useful
from Suydam's Red Hook flat save a few strange inscriptions. After
Suydam's wedding, he and his bride leave on a ship. A scream is heard
and when the crew enter Suydam's stateroom, they find him and his wife
dead, with claw-marks on his wife's body. Malone enters Suydam's flat to
see what he can find. In the basement, he comes across a door that
breaks open and sucks him inside, revealing a hellish landscape. Malone
is found in the basement of Suydam's flat, which has caved in
inexplicably above him, killing everyone else inside. The tunnels and
chambers uncovered in the raids are filled in and cemented, though as
Malone recounts, Red Hook never changes.
Apartment 14F - Christian Saunders 2009-09-01
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When Jerry leaves his old life in London behind and travels to Beijing to
take up a teaching position, at first he is enchanted by the brave new
world he finds awaiting him. However, things soon take a turn for the
worse. Upon his arrival he learns of the mysterious disappearance of his
predecessor, and after he moves into his new apartment he is plagued by
strange dreams in which he shares the apartment, and his bed, with a
ghostly entity. Then things start going bump in the night, and Jerry soon
finds himself embroiled in the kind of supernatural drama previously
been unthinkable to him. Eventually he is forced into the accepting the
realization that something else was waiting for him on the other side of
the world, and perhaps even in the next world. His time is quickly
running out
Bone White - Ronald Malfi 2018-09-25
A landscape of frozen darkness punctuated by grim, gray days. The
feeling like a buzz in your teeth. The scrape of bone on bone. . . Paul
Gallo saw the report on the news: a mass murderer leading police to his
victims’ graves, in remote Dread’s Hand, Alaska. It’s not even a town;
more like the bad memory of a town. The same bit of wilderness where
his twin brother went missing a year ago. As the bodies are exhumed,
Paul travels to Alaska to get closure and put his grief to rest. But the
mystery is only beginning. What Paul finds are superstitious locals who
talk of the devil stealing souls, and a line of wooden crosses to keep
what’s in the woods from coming out. He finds no closure because no one
can explain exactly what happened to Danny. And the more he searches
for answers, the more he finds himself becoming part of the mystery. . .
Praise for Little Girls “Best horror novel of the year.” —Hunter Shea
“Much more than a haunted house story.” —Cemetery Dance “Takes
well-known tropes and completely turns them around.” —IHeartReading
Clerics, Charlatans, and Cultists - Gothic City Press 2013-07-25
Gothic City Press delves into the darker side of faith with a collection of
short stories from authors in the United States, Ireland, United Kingdom,
and Australia. Behind closed doors the prelate leads her followers in the
sacred rites, and all have given of hemselves to fulfill the tenants of the
faith. Submission is required. Only those who are wholly giving to the
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cause will be deserving of elevation. Or so the chanting says... But there
is another way: Just fake it like the rest of the world. The populace is
easily swayed or parted with their money. They'll even sing your praises
if you follow the advice of your trusted, albeit shady, public relations
officer.
Worst Laid Plans - Patrick Lacey 2020-07
A fateful family trip to an amusement park. An island movie theater that
takes more than the patrons' cash. A cross-country drive with an
unexpected encounter. A family man hellbent on making great time, no
matter the cost. Fourteen horror authors share terrifying and twisted
tales of summer vacation gone wrong in Worst Laid Plans: An Anthology
of Vacation Horror. This anthology includes stories by V. Castro, Hailey
Piper, Patrick Lacey, Scott Cole, Laura Keating, Malcolm Mills, Jeremy
Herbert, S.E. Howard, Chad Stroup, Kenzie Jennings, Waylon Jordan,
Greg Sisco, Asher Ellis, and Mark Wheaton, as well as a special
introduction by Sadie Hartmann.
A Fistful of Horrors: Tales of Terror from the Old West - Kevin G.
Bufton 2012-07-16
Cruentus Libri Press is proud to announce its second anthology.A Fistful
of Horrors gathers together 16 stories from the world's finest horror
authors, each one taking the tried and tested trappings of Western
fiction and casting a dark shadow of evil over it.Within these pages you
will read tales of frontier towns with a dark secret; brooding strangers
and bloody footprints, snake-women and wolf spirits. You'll read about
good men and bad men, about dead men and men that won't stay
dead.Featuring thrilling and horrific slices of original fiction from A.R.
Aston, Lisamarie Lamb, Donald Jacob Uitvlugt, John Hunt, Paco, Allen
Jacoby, Roxanne Dent, David Thomas, Kevin G. Bufton, Jon McAchren,
Jay Wilburn, Tim Tobin, Rony Blechman, Jody Neil Ruth, John Pirog and
Cameron Johnston.
999 - Al Sarrantonio 2010-10-12
A ward-winning writer and editor Al Sarrantonio gathers together
twenty-nine original stories from masters of the macabre. From dark
fantasy and pure suspense to classic horror tales of vampires and
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zombies, 999 showcases the extraordinary scope of fantastical fright
fiction. The stories in this anthology are a relentless tour de force of fear,
which will haunt you, terrify you, and keep the adrenaline rushing all
through the night.
Collected Christmas Horror Shorts - Kevin Kennedy 2016-11-29
Christmas is often thought of as a time of joy and cheer, a time for giving
to others, a time of celebration and love.... Well, this year some of the
best voices in horror fiction decided to band together and tell you some
tales about a different kind of Christmas, so grab yourself a mug of hot
chocolate, close the curtains, lock the door and get comfy. This will be a
Christmas like never before! Table of Contents: 12 Days (Psychopath
Remix) by J.C. Michael (poem) Thy Will be Done by J.C. Michael Tommy's
Christmas by John R. Little Naughty or Nice by Veronica Smith Santa's
Midnight Feast by J.L. Lane Hung With Care by Ty Schwamberger Santa
Came by Peter Oliver Wonder In the Bag by Tim Curran The Christmas
Spirit by Lisa Morton The Tome of Bill Cristmas Carol by Rick Gualtieri
Killing Christmas by Andrew Lennon All Naughty, No Nice by Michael A.
Arnzen A Disappointed Shade of Blue by C.S. Andserson (poem) Stuffed
Pig by Steven Murray The Night Before Christmas by Suzanne Fox Better
Watch Out by Willow Rose Deck The Halls by Xtina Marie (poem)
Christmas Market by Amy Cross Merry Fuckin' Christmas by Kevin J.
Kennedy The Veil by Rose Garnett The Last Christmas Dinner by
Christina Bergling The Present by Israel Finn Christmas Carole by Lisa
Vasquez Slay Bells by Weston Kincade Edited by Brandy Yassa Cover
design by Lisa Vasquez
Cool Million - Sheldon Woodbury 2003
"Here's your chance to learn Hollywood screenwriting from writers
who've made the big bucks. In Cool Million, Sheldon Woodbury asks
eleven seasoned veterans to recount their experiences of studio woe and
blockbuster success. These interviews combine with his own insights,
built from years of teaching dramatic writing at New York University, to
make this book an indispensable tool for your million-dollar dreams."-BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North
America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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The Horror Collection - Amy Cross 2019-01-27
The first book in a new series of mini-anthologies brought to you by KJK
Publishing. Featuring stories by Amy Cross, Mike Duke, Matthew
Brockmeyer, Lex H. Jones, J.C. Michael and Kevin J. Kennedy.
Sacrificing Virgins - John Everson 2017-03-05
Tales beyond the darkness! If you could bring your daughter back from
the dead...should you? If you could forget the worst event in your
life...would you? In this collection of twenty-five dark tales from Bram
Stoker Award-winning author John Everson, you'll meet a host of
provocative characters. Learn the secrets of the man whose pumpkin
carvings look strangely, disturbingly real. Visit a small town where the
tavern game isn't about shots, but sharks. Meet the woman who finds an
ancient sex toy-and a salacious spirit-entombed beneath her garden.
From quiet tales of ghosts and cemeteries to extreme tales of erotic
horror, Sacrificing Virgins will take you to the bleeding edge...and
beyond.
The Valancourt Book of World Horror Stories, Volume 1 - Pilar Pedraza
2020-12-08
What if there were a whole world of great horror fiction out there you
didn't know anything about, written by authors in distant lands and in
foreign languages, outstanding horror stories you had no access to,
written in languages you couldn't read? For an avid horror fan, what
could be more horrifying than that? For this groundbreaking volume, the
first of its kind, the editors of Valancourt Books have scoured the world,
reading horror stories from dozens of countries in nearly twenty
languages, to find some of the best contemporary international horror
stories. The stories in this volume come from 19 countries on 5
continents and were originally written in 13 different languages. All 20
foreign language stories in this volume are appearing in English for the
first time ever. The book includes stories by some of the world's
preeminent horror authors, many of them not yet known in the Englishspeaking world.
Horror Collection - 2015
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Gutted - Neil Gaiman 2016-06-23
This is Gutted: Beautiful Horror Stories, an anthology of dark fiction that
explores the beauty at the very heart of darkness.
100 Word Horrors - Kevin J. Kennedy 2018-02-13
A drabble is a short form of fiction that is exactly 100 words long (not
including the title). Kevin J. Kennedy, has once again brought together
the best of the horror world to bring you an anthology that is packed
with creepy tales. Between these pages you will find over one hundred
drabbles, written by a wealth of talented authors. From the best indie
horror authors to Bram Stoker award winners and Amazon top sellers.
We have monsters, mayhem and madness. Come join us. Contains
drabbles by, Amy Cross, William F. Nolan, Lisa Morton, Gord Rollo,
Michael A. Arnzen, Mark Lukens, Richard Chizmar, Rick Gualtieri, Jeff
Strand, Kevin J. Kennedy, P. Mattern, Lee Mountford, Ike Hamill,
Michael Bray, Andrew Lennon, Craig Saunders, Matt Hickman, Glenn
Rolfe and many more.
Alone with the Horrors - Ramsey Campbell 2005-09-01
Ramsey Campbell is perhaps the world's most decorated author of horror
fiction. He has won four World Fantasy Awards, ten British Fantasy
Awards, three Bram Stoker Awards, and the Horror Writers'
Association's Lifetime Achievement Award. Three decades into his
career, Campbell paused to review his body of short fiction and selected
the stories that were, to his mind, the very best of his works. Alone With
the Horrors collects nearly forty tales from the first thirty years of
Campbell's writing. Included here are "In the Bag," which won the
British Fantasy Award, and two World Fantasy Award-winning stories,
"The Chimney" and the classic "Mackintosh Willy." Campbell crowns the
book with a length preface which traces his early publication history,
discusses his youthful correspondence with August Derleth, illuminates
the influence of H.P. Lovecraft on his early work, and gives an account of
the creation of each story and the author's personal assessment of the
works' flaws and virtues. In its first publication, a decade ago, Alone With
the Horrors won both the Bram Stoker Award and the World Fantasy
Award. For this new edition, Campbell has added one of his very first
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published stories, a Lovecraftian classic, "The Tower from Yuggoth."
From this early, Cthulhian tale, to later works that showcase Campbell's
growing mastery of mood and character, Alone With the Horrors
provides readers with a close look at a powerful writer's development of
his craft. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Screechers - Christina Bergling 2019-03-10
In the apocalyptic fallout of the burned world, the screecher is a massive
beast evolved to kill and built for survival. One screecher abandons its
home among the crushed remnants of a city and moves to explore the
wider world. Unbeknownst to it, one of its surviving nephews decides to
tag along.Far away, across the dusty sand dunes, three men flee the
smoldering ashes of their community along with their regrets, looking for
a new place to survive.These two stories, of screechers and humans,
alternate and dance around each other before the creatures and men
intersect and weave into one story.In the scorched remains, everything
struggles to survive. The end of the world produced mutated monsters
beyond imagination. When worlds collide, when man meets monster, who
will survive in this new world?
Beloved - Toni Morrison 2004-06-08
PULITZER PRIZE WINNER • NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An
unflinchingly look into the abyss of slavery, from the acclaimed Nobel
Prize winner. This spellbinding novel transforms history into a story as
powerful as Exodus and as intimate as a lullaby. With a new afterword.
Sethe, its protagonist, was born a slave and escaped to Ohio, but
eighteen years later she is still not free. She has too many memories of
Sweet Home, the beautiful farm where so many hideous things
happened. And Sethe’s new home is haunted by the ghost of her baby,
who died nameless and whose tombstone is engraved with a single word:
Beloved. Filled with bitter poetry and suspense as taut as a rope, Beloved
is a towering achievement.
Field Notes from a Nightmare - Alex Ebenstein 2021-11-16
Pollution. Extinction. Warming. Sea level rise... Mother Nature heard our
crimes and found us guilty. Field Notes from a Nightmare is an anthology
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of ecological horror, containing 18 stories from some of the strongest
voices in indie horror. Edited by Alex Ebenstein; with a Foreword from
New York Times-Bestselling author Tim Lebbon Cover art and interior
illustrations by David Bowman Stories from: A.K. Dennis Alexis DuBon
Jonathan Louis Duckworth Eddie Generous KC Grifant S.L. Harris Tim
Hoelscher Tom Jolly Gwen C. Katz Joanna Koch Carter Lappin Nikki R.
Leigh J.R. McConvey Matthew Pritt Eric Raglin Sara Tantlinger Gordon
B. White Alex Woodroe
A Pictorial History of Horror Movies - Denis Gifford 1983
Screamscapes - Evans Light 2013-12
(Deluxe Hardcover Edition) HORROR NOVEL REVIEWS raves: .".".A
great choice for pretty much any horror reader...fans of Tales from the
Crypt, The Twilight Zone, or old-school anthology horror films will feel
right at home here. If I were to write a one word review, it would be this:
FUN. Pick it up, boils and ghouls. You won't regret it."" Ten twisted tales
designed to delight fans of modern horror. Razor-sharp scares and Tales
from the Crypt-style mayhem lurk within these dark and subtly humorous
stories of possession, obsession, deception and revenge...this is one
collection you don't want to miss. ""Unique, imaginative and
intriguing..."" - Jason Parent, author of WHAT HIDES WITHIN ""I have to
quite honestly say that this is probably one of my favorite short story
collections by a single author...all you could ask for in a collection
instead of the same old things over and over."" - Nev Murray,
Confessions of a Reviewer
ProleSCARYet - Clark Boyd 2021-05
Your nose is to the grindstone, day after day. You spend your work hours
overworked and underappreciated, only to return home and deal with
bills, landlords, and the ever-oppressive shadow of capitalism consuming
you and everything you love. The horrors of capitalism are the horrors
we all face every day, and they are confronted head-on in ProleSCARYet:
Tales of Horror and Class Warfare. Contained within are nineteen tales
of capitalism gone wrong--from designer children to deadly bosses,
predatory lenders to plague-ridden laborers--all revealing the dark
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underbelly of economic oppression from some of horror's best
independent and emerging writers from around the globe. In solidarity,
there is strength against terror and fear. Let these stories be your guide,
because, after all... "What the bourgeoisie therefore produces, above all,
are its own grave diggers. Its fall and the victory of the proletariat are
equally inevitable." -Karl Marx
100 Word Horrors - Kevin Kennedy 2018-02-02
A drabble is a short form of fiction that is exactly 100 words long (not
including the title). Kevin J. Kennedy, has once again brought together
the best of the horror world to bring you an anthology that is packed
with creepy tales. Between these pages you will find over one hundred
drabbles, written by a wealth of talented authors. From the best indie
horror authors to Bram Stoker award winners and Amazon top sellers.
We have monsters, mayhem and madness. Come join us. Contains
drabbles by, Amy Cross, William F. Nolan, Lisa Morton, Gord Rollo,
Michael A. Arnzen, Mark Lukens, Richard Chizmar, Rick Gualtieri, Jeff
Strand, Kevin J. Kennedy, P. Mattern, Lee Mountford, Ike Hamill,
Michael Bray, Andrew Lennon, Craig Saunders, Matt Hickman, Glenn
Rolfe and many more. Praise for the book: "A collection of terse, eerie,
and delightful little creepers, each one like a swift uppercut to the solar
plexus, proving that dynamite truly does come in small packages!" -Ronald Malfi, author of Bone White "Wow! With the amazing talent
involved in this anthology, it's no wonder 100 Word Horrors is such a
powerful gut-punch of horror!" --Joe Mynhardt, Crystal Lake Publishing
"A delicious collection of tiny tales of horror." --Kelley Armstrong, author
of Bitten
Vastarien - Hailey Piper 2021-12-02
Vastarien: A Literary Journal is a source of critical study and creative
response to the corpus of Thomas Ligotti as well as associated authors
and ideas. The journal includes nonfiction, literary horror fiction, poetry,
artwork and non-classifiable hybrid pieces. Another double issue! Cover
art by Anna Trueman and over 300 pages of all new stories, articles, lyric
essays, poetry, hybrid pieces and visual art. Contributors include Hailey
Piper, Carson Winter, Stephanie M. Wytovich, Greg Sisco, Joanna
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Parypinski, Dejan Ognjanovic, Christi Nogle, Kurt Fawver, Ivy Grimes,
Clint Smith, and many more!
Son of Rosemary - Ira Levin 2010-04-20
The sequel to the New York Times bestseller Rosemary's Baby: a
thrilling, cautionary tale of the troubling forces that war within each of
us. The modern master of suspense Ira Levin returns to the horror of his
1967 groundbreaking novel Rosemary's Baby with this darkly comic
sequel set at the dawn of the millennium. Thirty-three years ago,
Rosemary gave birth to the Devil's child while under the control of a
satanic cult of witches. Now the year is 1999, and humanity dreads the
approaching twenty-first century, desperately in search of a savior for
this troubled world. in New York City, rosemary's son Andy is believed to
be that savior. But is he the force of good his followers accept him to be?
Or is he his father's son? Rosemary and Andy will be reunited in a battle
of wills that shall decide the fate of humanity—and keep readers on the
edge of the seats until the final page.
Horrors! - Stefan R. Dziemianowicz 2001-08-01
Warnings: Do not exceed personal threshold levels for fright. Do not take
if weak of heart, frail of constitution, or easily disturbed by the
unpredictable eruption of the irrational into the normal order. Not
recommended for those who identify too closely with characters and
their inescapable dooms. Overdosage can lead to sleepless nights,
paranoia, nightmares, or general feelings of uneasiness.
Hellboy: An Assortment of Horrors - Mike Mignola 2017-11-21
Fifteen of the biggest names in weird literature come together to pay
tribute to Hellboy and the characters of Mike Mignola's award-winning
line of books! Assembled by Joe Golem and Baltimore co-writer
Christopher Golden and featuring illustrations by Mike Mignola and
Chris Priestley, the anthology boasts fifteen original stories by the best in
horror, fantasy, and science fiction, including Seanan McGuire (October
Daye series), Chelsea Cain (Heartsick), Jonathan Maberry (Joe Ledger
series), and more! The new writer of Hellboy and the B.P.R.D., iZombie
co-creator Chris Roberson, pitches in as well, and Chris Priestley (Tales
of Terror) provides a story and an illustration! Each story illustrated by
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Mike Mignola!
100 Word Horrors: Book 4 - Eric J. Guignard 2020-01-05
THIS BOOK DOES NOT INCLUDE A FREE SET OF STICKERS 100 Word
Horrors: Book 4 brings you over one hundred new drabbles from a
wealth of horror authors. Some new, some old, but all great. Each and
every one of us hope you have a blast with the final instalment in the
series. Included between the pages:Adam Light - No Time Like the
PresentAlanna Robertson-Webb - U R NextAmber M. Simpson - The Old
ManAndrew Lennon - CinemaAndrew Lennon - MotivationAndrew
Lennon - The WaveAnn Christine Tabaka - Water WorldAnn-Christine
Tabaka - The Children of EarthBilly San Juan - My Sincerest Apologies to
any Innocent VictimsCallum Pearce - CatsCecelia Hopkins-Drewer Haunted HouseChad Lutzke - Shingles on a Graham-Cracker RoofChloe
Lennon - Hunger PainsC.M. Saunders - Louie's RoomConstanze Scheib SanatoriumDarren Tarditi - The HunterDavid Owain Hughes - Books-AMillionDavid Owain Hughes - The Golden StickerDawn DeBraal CannibalDawn DeBraal - RevivedDawn DeBraal - Road KillEddie D.
Moore - Hide and SeekEllen A. Easton - Every Fifty Years the Roots Need
BloodEric J. Guignard - Misadventures of an Aggrieved RecluseEvans
Light - Getting Carried AwayEvans Light - Swing LowEvans Light - This
Little PiggyGary McDonough - CuriosityGreg Bennett - Tiny
TerrorsHarris Coverley - CoinsHoward Carlyle - The Theatre of
ScreamsJ. C. Michael - Domestic BlissJ. C. Michael - SpectrumJacek
Wilkos - LairJack Lothian - Diamond Lake KillerJack Lothian - The Guest
RoomJackk N. Killington - ZombieJason Parent - Shape in the DarkJoe X
Young - Believe in MeJoe X Young - Panto SeasonJoel R Hunt - Mister
MushroomJoel R Hunt - The Transylvania BoxJohn Boden - MealJosh A.
Murphy - SlitheringJulian J. Guignard - Molly's WeddingKevin Cathy InescapableKevin Cathy - The CoffinKevin J. Kennedy - Missing
HalloweenKevin J. Kennedy - Wrath of the Old OnesKevin Wetmore Chiaroscuro MorningKevin Wetmore - Take the Long Way HomeLee
Franklin - Feed the BeastLee Franklin - You Look Prettier When You
SmileLee Mountford - ChokeLee Mountford - PredatorMark Cassell New HomeMark Steensland - StopMatthew A Clarke - Worth ItMicah
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Castle - Inescapable EndN.M. Brown - Extra-Curricular CloneNerisha
Kemraj - AsylumNerisha Kemraj - MineP.J. Blakey-Novis - A Friend for
EllieP.J. Blakey-Novis - CaptivePaul D. Brazill - SwamplandsRegina
Kenney - FantasyRJ Meldrum - LivestockRJ Meldrum - PhantomRJ
Meldrum - Summer SnowRobin Braid - Blood in the MoonlightRobin
Braid - Undead ChampionRon Davis - The Job InterviewRoss Baxter Eternal LifeRoss Jeffery - Poached EggRussell Smeaton - Bus HomeRyan
Colley - CattleRyan Colley - Memory StickRyan Colley - RideHailingSheldon Woodbury - A Prison Inside UsSheldon Woodbury - The
Museum of HorrorsSimon Cluett - LanternsStacey Jaine McIntosh - Blood
and BoneSteve Stred - Open CallSteve Stred - TerraTerry Miller - To
Feed a MonsterTheresa Jacobs - ArmageddonTimothy Friesenhahn HairTimothy Friesenhahn - ITina Piney - Awaken to DeathToneye Eyenot
- Compelled to RiseToneye Eyenot - Dark LegionToneye Eyenot FiddlestyxToneye Eyenot - Slaughter by the Full of the MoonTristan Drue
Rogers - Long Limbs at the E.R.Tristan Drue Rogers - My Brother Gets
Released todayValerie Lioudis - AdviceVeronica Smith - All
AloneVeronica Smith - Too Little, Too LateVeronica Smith - VultureZoey
Xolton - Better Off DeadZoey Xolton - Grave Concerns
Memento Mori - Matthew Naoufal 2019-07-19
A collection of poems and prose based off of love and fear. Memento
Mori details a series of events whether it be good or bad. This book is not
for the faint of heart as it includes some poems that are tough reads yet
real as can be.
Dark Tales of Lost Civilizations - Joe R. Lansdale 2012-02
An anthology of 25 all-new Horror and Speculative Fiction stories,
relating to aspects of civilizations that are crumbling, forgotten,
rediscovered, or perhaps merely spoken about in great and fearful
whispers. Including stories by: Joe R. Lansdale, David Tallerman, Jamie
Lackey, Aaron J. French, and exceptional others.
Torn Realities - Post Mortem Press 2012-04
"This is a terrifically absorbing, thought-provoking and finely crafted
anthology encompassing a grand thematic structure. Bravo!" - Creature
Feature's Tomb of Dark Delights. "This anthology is packed with talented
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up and coming writers, who pay their dues to Lovecraft while keeping
things appropriate for a contemporary readership.Torn Realities is a
book that belongs in any horror fan's collection.... a great homage, a
book Lovecraft would be proud of." - Bloody Disgusting.com Includes
Genre Defining Classic Rawhead Rex from Horror Icon Clive Barker! This
is not your typical Cthulhu anthology! Torn Realities deals with
Lovecraft's themes of forbidden knowledge, the idea that we are
essentially untethered from the workaday world. Torn Realities explores
lunacy-inducing creatures predating the dawn of man- keeping
Lovecraft's most famous theme (the idea of mind-boggling other gods)
more general. The stories in this book actively seek the gray area in
horror with tales of regular people in irregular situations. Contains 19
Lovecraft inspired stories from:JW Schnarr, Jamie Lackey , C. Deskin
Rink, Philip Roberts, C.M. Saunders , Clive Barker, Brad Carter, Kathryn
Board, James S. Dorr, Gerard Houarner, Kenneth W. Cain, Joseph
Williams, Mitch Richmond, Lee Davis, Matt Moore, Jessica McHugh, Bob
Mustin, Jeff Suess, and Allie Marini Batts.
Sweet Little Chittering - Tony Sands 2021-10-28
From the creators of Castle Heights comes... Sweet Little Chittering is a
quaint looking village, nestled in the English countryside. Picturesque,
peaceful... deadly. The day of the annual village fete will be one that
nobody can forget, one that many may not even survive. Experience the
horrific events in these thirteen interconnected stories, all taking place
on the same day. From strange cults to serial killers, demons to curses,
Sweet Little Chittering is a village you'll be desperate to escape... if it
will let you. Includes stories by Bob Pipe, Teige Reid, MJ Dixon, Annie
Knox, Damon Rickard, Jack Joseph, P.J. Blakey-Novis, Tony Sands,
Matthew Davies, Freddy Beans, Richard Rowntree, Rae Dixon, and
Tristan Sargent.
Harvest - Alanna Robertson-Webb 2020-06-22
The floorboards creak, the corn rustles, the blood moon rises, and terror
stirs... What horrors lurk in the darkness, or right beneath your nose
under the stark glare of the sweltering sun? Is it human, animal, or
something far more sinister? HARVEST (Volume 1) is an anthology of
100-word-horrors-an-anthology-of-horror-drabbles

delectable farmhouse horror, ranging from the disturbing kind that
causes goose-flesh, to the gory, supernatural sort that will leave you with
nightmares! Featuring 20 talented international authors with a variety of
tales between 500 - 1000 words...let the rustic, isolated nature of farm
life awaken your rural fears. Featured Authors: A. R. DeanAlanna
Robertson-Webb Amber M. SimpsonAndra Dill Charles ReisChristian
LaforetD. KershawD. M. BurdettDavid GreenDawn DeBraalDelaney
McCormickDiane ArrelleEvan Baughfman G. Allen WilbanksGabriella
BalcomGalina TrefilHolley CornettoJ. D. BellJ.M. MeyerJ. W. Garrett
The Horror Collection - Richard Chizmar 2019-02-28
Book 2 in a new series of mini-anthologies brought to you by KJK
Publishing. Featuring stories by Richard Chizmar, Mark Lukens, Michael
A. Arnzen, Eric J. Guignard, Veronica Smith, Lee McGeorge, James
Matthew Byers & Kevin J. Kennedy
The Horror Collection - Tim Curran 2020-03-30
Book 6 in the Horror Collection contains stories by Tim Curran, Douglas
Hackle, Kyle M. Scott, Mike Duke, Zoey Xolton, Natasha Sinclair & Kevin
J. Kennedy. We will take you on a trip through hell, to vampire torn
lands, find out the perils of collecting too many books and on many more
terrifying adventures.
Best Horror of the Year Volume 8 - Ellen Datlow 2016-06-07
A town is held hostage by an unholy bargain made by some of the
inhabitants; a party game on Halloween brings back memories better left
forgotten; one misstep changes the balance of survival during the
apocalypse; a group of seemingly typical travelers are stranded in an
airport; a widower’s holiday in a seaside town becomes a nightmare . . .
The Best Horror of the Year showcases the previous year’s best offerings
in short fiction horror. This edition includes award-winning and critically
acclaimed authors Neil Gaiman, Kelley Armstrong, Stephen Graham
Jones, Carmen Maria Machado, and more. For more than three decades,
award-winning editor and anthologist Ellen Datlow has had her finger on
the pulse of the latest and most terrifying in horror writing. Night Shade
Books is proud to present the eighth volume in this annual series, a new
collection of stories to keep you up at night. Table of Contents:
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Summation 2015 - Ellen Datlow We Are All Monsters Here - Kelley
Armstrong Universal Horror - Stephen Graham Jones Slaughtered Lamb Tom Johnstone In a Cavern, In a Canyon - Laird Barron Between the
Pilings - Steve Rasnic Tem Snow - Dale Bailey Indian Giver - Ray Cluley
My Boy Builds Coffins - Gary McMahon The Woman in the Hill - Tamsyn
Muir Underground Economy - John Langan The Rooms Are High - Reggie
Oliver All the Day You’ll Have Good Luck - Kate Jonez Lord of the Sand Stephen Bacon Wilderness - Letitia Trent Fabulous Beasts - Priya Sharma
Descent - Carmen Maria Machado Hippocampus - Adam Nevill Black Dog
- Neil Gaiman The 21st Century Shadow - Stephanie M. Wytovich This
Stagnant Breath of Change - Brian Hodge Honorable Mentions
A Book of Horrors - Stephen Jones 2012-09-18
A collection of original horror and dark fantasy from the world's best
writers, including Stephen King and John Ajvide Lindqvist Many of us
grew up on The Pan Book of Horror Stories and its later incarnations,
Dark Voices and Dark Terrors (The Gollancz Book of Horror), which won
the World Fantasy Award, the Horror Critics' Guild Award and the
British Fantasy Award, but for a decade or more there has been no nonthemed anthology of original horror fiction published in the mainstream.
Now that horror has returned to the bookshelves, it is time for a regular
anthology of brand-new fiction by the best and brightest in the field, both
the Big Names and the most talented newcomers including: - Ramsey

100-word-horrors-an-anthology-of-horror-drabbles

Campbell - Peter Crowther - Dennis Etchison - Elizabeth Hand - Brian
Hodge - Caitlin R. Kiernan - Stephen King - John Ajvide Lindqvist Richard Christian Matheson - Reggie Oliver - Robert Shearman - Angela
Slatter - Michael Marshall Smith - Lisa Tuttle A Book of Horrors will be
the foremost in the field: an eclectic collection of the very best chiller
fiction from across the world.
A Nest of Nightmares (Paperbacks from Hell) - Lisa Tuttle
2020-01-07
In Lisa Tuttle's stories, the everyday domestic world of her female
protagonists is invaded by the bizarre, the uncanny, the horrific. In 'Bug
House', a woman who goes to visit her aunt is shocked to find she is
dying - but even more shocking is what is killing her. The divorcing
couple in 'Community Property' arrive at a macabre solution for how to
divide ownership of a beloved pet. In 'Flying to Byzantium', a writer
travelling to a science fiction convention finds herself caught in a strange
and terrifying hell. The thirteen tales in this collection are highly original
and extremely chilling, and they reveal Tuttle to be a master of
contemporary horror fiction. Never before published in the United States
and highly sought-after by collectors, A Nest of Nightmares (1986) is a
classic of modern horror. This new edition features the original
paperback cover art by Nick Bantock and a new introduction by Will
Errickson. 'Thirteen stories guaranteed to leave you strongly disquieted' Neil Gaiman
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